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Motivation 



Research question

• Does a surgeon’s gender influence how they are viewed and treated 
by other physicians? 

• Following a bad (or unexpectedly good) outcome on a surgical 
patient, do physicians change their referral patterns to the surgeon 
and, if so, is that change affected by the surgeon’s gender?  



Contribution 

• Large body of literature on gender gap, yet a large portion of the gap 
remains unexplained

• Relatively little focuses on interpretation of signals of actual 
performance (as opposed to perceived performance), especially 
good/positive signals



Preview of findings

• Following a bad outcome (patient death):
• Referrals drop more to female surgeons than to male surgeons

• Following a good outcome (an unanticipated survival): 
• Referrals rise more to male surgeons than to female surgeons



Data

• Primary data source is Medicare Carrier file
• 20% random sample of fee-for-service claims of 

all Medicare beneficiaries (2008-2012)

• Referral (physician-surgeon) dyad is the unit of 
analysis

• Physician Compare National file

• Dartmouth Atlas of Health Care



Matching procedure

• Initial data sample: 
• 265,000 physician-surgeon pairs with good events
• 302,000 physician-surgeon pairs with bad events

• Match:
• surgeon, physician, patient, procedure

• Final sample for analysis
• 7,757 physician-surgeon pairs with good events
• 6,979 physician-surgeon pairs with bad events

?



Event Study

• 𝑅𝑖𝑗𝑘 = referrals sent per quarter

• 𝛾𝑘 = coefficient of interest

• 𝜃𝑖𝑗 = physician-surgeon fixed effects

Why do the matching procedure? Why not just adjust for those 
variables in the estimating equation?



Event Study – Spillover effect

• 𝑓𝑖𝑗𝑔𝑠𝑘 = fraction of referrals going to male/female

• 𝛾𝑘 = coefficient of interest

• 𝜃𝑖𝑗 = physician-surgeon fixed effects

• 𝛿𝑎𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑗𝑠 = fraction of available surgeons of same gender/specialty



Why is there an increasing trend prior to the event (quarter 0)? 







Summary of Main Findings



Limitations/Threats

• Are male surgeon’s patients riskier in unobservables?
• Would have to be 70pp riskier to account for difference

• Who is actually making the choice about referrals (in the physician’s office)? 

• There could be factors outside of the hospital/healthcare system not seen in the data that 
account for difference in referrals
• For example, are male physicians and male surgeons more likely to be friends/have a relationship outside of 

work?
• Are female physicians more likely to move than male physicians?  

• Patient preference unaccounted for 

• Why is this only a working paper? 



Other directions

• How does surgeon race/ethnicity affect referrals?

• How do surgeon’s referrals to other surgeons change following a bad 
outcome? 
• Does having ‘insider knowledge’ of the job affect these biases?  

• How else is the healthcare system like a laboratory, where available 
information can be extrapolated elsewhere?  



Miscellaneous notes


